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About This Game

About

"In 2062, Men from Terra have access to a new technology from a mysterious Black Cube they found 5 years before. With this
new power, they decide to explore their solar system, in search for signs of intelligent life. They send you at the discovery of
planet Catyph and its moon Tytaah." CATYPH: The Kunci Experiment is Another Space Adventure reminiscent of Myst and
Rhem, and you can absolutely play it without knowing anything about the first Black Cube game, ASA. With the help of the

data that you collect on Tytaah, you must attempt to access the 7 regions of this moon. Your main mission: understand what the
Kunci is. The whole game relies on observation, discovery and exploration.

CATYPH is an independant and self-funded game, mainly created by one person. It has been envisaged as an experience, an
interactive story based on exploration and logical puzzles. This prerendered 3D game is made of static pictures with video

transitions.

Gameplay

Point & Click. Visit the regions of Tytaah, take notes on a piece of paper, and solve the puzzles!
Hotspots description:

- blue circles: action/examine
- blue arrows: turn head/view to look around you

- red arrows: walk to next/preview node/view
- blue dots at the bottom of the screen: turn view 180°
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Features

 Visit the vast moon of Tytaah (7 regions: desert, snow, alien forest, mercury seas and more)

Around 15 hours of gameplay

Over 800 transition videos and 2000 background images

OST: 18 tracks composed by the artists of KARREO

Immersive story: try to save Terra with the support of General Lantier, and learn more about the mysterious "god" of
Tytaah: Germinal

Play in HD 1920x800

Unlock bonuses (minigames and films)

Developed with Visionaire Studio (Deponia...)

Choose a difficulty level: Normal/Hard, or also Story/Classic modes

Benefit of useful icons over the hotspots

Available for Windows in full English

The soundtrack of CATYPH was composed by KARREO. Several artists joined their forces to create a unique OST (Stélian
Derenne, Jeff K-Ray, Antoine Vachon, Pol Desmurs and Cécile Cognet).

Check out the Black Cube site to discover other related projects:
- ASA, Myha

- Catyph Artbook
- Original Soundtracks
- Self-published DVD
- ANTERRAN comic

and maybe more?
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Title: Catyph: The Kunci Experiment
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Simon Says: Play!
Publisher:
Simon Says: Play!
Franchise:
Black Cube, The Black Cube series
Release Date: 11 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2Ghz+

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Non-Dedicated (shared) video card with at least 512MB Shared VRAM & openGL 2.0 support

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: openAL compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Some of the puzzles rely on colors and sound. Mouse only.

English,French
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This is a weird one to recommend. It’s basically a short little puzzle adventure game about a bullied girl stuck in a classroom
with other kids who emotionally abuse her. There’s not a lot to it, you just run around checking items and talk to everybody until
you discover one of the endings and then you’re supposed to do it all over again to find the other endings. In fact, there are items
you can find on your first playthrough that are of no use to you, since the items you need to find to make use of them are only to
be found on later playthroughs, so it’s cool that the game doesn’t take an eternity to beat and try again for a different path.
Unfortunately, the events that play out are about 90% the same each time and you can’t skip dialogues entirely, so you’ll be stuck
in these sections way longer than you want to be.

This is exacerbated by the fact that the translation is visibly spotty, with idioms that don’t make a lick of sense in English, so
you’ll have to intuit what the writer wanted to communicate to the player at times.

The actual adventure-game part of this game is also a bit of a chore, since collecting items means that you have to repeatedly
interact with all the elements on screen. For example, if there’s something inside a desk, you can’t simply pick it up the first time
you examine the desk. It only works on the second attempt. And also only if you look at the desk from the correct angle, for
some reason. It’s an unnecessary amount of obfuscation to make it harder for the player to find something.

While I enjoyed myself overall, I cannot in good conscience recommend this game to others. It’s fairly insubstantial and the
lackluster translation ends up hurting the bleak tone of the narrative.. Maybe I'm just blind or stupid, but I got an hour into the
game without ever actually figuring out a puzzle on my own. When you've skipped the puzzle, seen the solution, and still thought
to yourself 'Good Lord I would never have figured this out and I still have no idea how they got ths solution", maybe the game is
too hard.

What I saw of the game is pretty and seems to have interesting lore, but graphics and backstory are not enough to make it worth
hitting Hint every time it reloads and skipping every puzzle. Frankly it's frustrating that what could have been a great game is
largely unplayable.. Wow....This game is sooo far from finished and not even everything in English...bugs bugs, nonexistent UI.

Let me clarify since my initial review was typed with 1 hand while multi-tasking...

This game is the worst pile of steaming crap i have ever even seen. Half baked doesnt even begin to describe the state of this
game. UI is totally non-existent and you cant even read anything because not only is half of everything still in russian but it
overlaps the tooltips and info into a jumbled mess. The initial station level features a maze of identical hallways and rooms that
repeat the textures and confuse you completely. I am just lucky i guess that i only spent 2.99 on this but still not sure why after
only say 15min i wasnt able to refund it from steam....whatever.. Just finished it. An easy and funny adventure well worth its
price.. I remeber this being for all palette of the girls now it only works with the default colors of said girl. :(
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If you buy this game you expect a ridicolous game for laughs. And that is what you get.
I had fun playing it for a little while.. This collection is very entertaining if you play it as a straight time management game.
However, if your goal is to "Gold Star" every level then this game becomes a challenging time management\/puzzle hybrid.
About a quarter of the way through each title (using Farm Frenzy 1 as an example) you realize that speed and accurate clicking
alone isn't enough to earn the top prize. You also need to figure out what to buy, what to sell and when it's best to do each
action, sometimes forcing you to make decisions that go against what appears to be the natural choice.. I had a rather negative
impression of the game at first, but after some improvements have been made I now find it much better.
What I like is:
+ cool music
+ it's cheap
+ it's nice to have something more interactive to study Kanji with
+ there are new modes being added so that you can use it both for testing your present knowledge of Kanji and learn new ones
in smaller sets

Some drawbacks:

- you can't create your own sets
- it finishes the exercise after you match around 70% of the characters and there is no option to continue even if you'd like to. I
fux wit it. An interesting follow-up. Half the protagonists of the first part set off to find Amelia's parents on the Odaro
continent, but get shipwrecked. Adventures ensue, and somehow the full group reconnects. The characters are well-formed, and
the battles can be intense.. Am I the only one who finds the controls sluggish and difficult to use? Its not my machine because it
is a high end rig and this game shouldn't be demaning.. ok the game is fun but i would strongly like to request the creator makes
a patch that stops the game not recognising when you have fullfilled campaign criteria and having major events that are meant to
happen never happen, for example my first playthrough got to hacking lvl 10 and the lady who is meant to get you lvl 11 never
talks to you about it, my 2nd play through i couldnt even get that far as the pulse on miami never registered when i did it and
believe me i did it about 30 times. URGENT-GAME CREATOR PLZ ADDRESS-

fix this and im fully happy with the game. This game is anime as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, 10\/10. It's really hard to fuzzy
guard Xonolox though, his mixups are unreal. I recommend Faceless if you want to seriously learn the intricacies of this game..
Well, this \u201cearly access\u201d VN has been abandoned for sure (at least on the day I last played it, 11\/09\/2016). Missing
sprites (right in the beginning of the game), uninteresting and barely developed characters, wasted concept. Like Infinite Game
Works Ep 0, it had a certain potential, but the execution of this project failed. It\u2019s sad, the art style is lovely and the BGM
is much better than the first game, and when things start to get somewhat interesting, it ends. Just like that.

I don\u2019t know if the developers still read reviews (probably not), but I really hope that they can start working on this
project again. At least add just a bit more of content and finish the story. Leaving it in EA for almost a year without any news is
a really mean thing to do to the players.

2\/10. Avoid these two games, even on sale.
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